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Professor Merle'W. Loper -- In Memoriam
Professor Loper was interested in

law and literature, an interest which
was surely fueled by his love and writing of poetry. ln 1994, he presented
"Ethical Issues in Representing the
Zealous Client: Shylock's Case" at
Vy'ashington and Lee University. In the
Fall of 1994, the Alumni Quarterly
published an article based on that presentation called'ol-aw, Literature, and
the Responsibilities of a Lawyer: Shylock's Case in The Merchant of Venice."
Professor Loper also wanted to
share his legal expertise, and especially

his interest in constitutional issues,

with a larger audience. For five years,
from 1979-1984, he developed and
Professor Merle Loper using ø skìl to
teach ø poìnt to the Cløss of '96
On December 27,1996, while on
vacation with his daughter Kelley in
Bali, Merle W. Loper suffered a fatal
heart aftack. He was 56 years old.
Professor Loper came to teach at the
University of Maine School of Law in
1971. He grew up in Iowa, graduated
from Northwestern, and received his
law degree from the Universþ of Chicago Law School. In addition to his

teaching, he served, from 1976-1981,
as chiefconsultant and counsel to the
Maine Probate Law Revision Commission
in its comprehensive revision of Maine
probate law and procedure that took
effect in 1981. From 1983 until his
death, he served as executive secretary
and counsel to the Committee on Judi-

cial Responsibility and Disability
æsisting in its review ofjudicial mnduct.
He was actively involved ín the Law
School's international exchange programs with both China and Canada. He
was a member of a legal delegation to
China in 1986 and taught in the graduate
Law Department of the Shanghai Maritime Univenþ in the fall semester of
1988. He maintained connections with
Chinese students who studied at the
University of Maine School of Law, as

well

as with students and faculty at
Shanghai Maritime University. He
returned to China as a visitor in 1994
and in the summer of 1996.

o)

directed a series ofdiscussions and
commentaries for Maine Public Radio
called "A Look at the Law,"
Mcrle Loper's wife of 28 years,
Jean Kelley Loper, died unexpectedly
in January, 1996. He leaves one daughter, Kelley, of l{ong Kong.
The Law School has requested the
University of Maine to name the scholarship for international students to

study at the University of Maine School
of Law the "Merle W. Loper Scholarship for International Students." In
addition, the Law School has established the "Merle Loper Loan Fund"
which will be used to provide loan
funds to international students studying
at the University of Maine School of
Law and loan funds for Maine Law
students who wish to participate in one
of the Law School's international prograrns. The loan fund will act as a
revolving loan fund. Anyone wishing
to contribute to this fund may send
contributions to the "Merle Loper Loan
Fund for International Programs" at
the University of Maine School of Law.
The Law School catalogue says,

"Professor Loper's primary satisfactions in teaching come from mutually
exploring legal and social issues in
ways that relate legal theory, practice
and policy, trying to bring the lawyer's

work together with the purposes and
realities of the legal system, and doing
so through various approaches appropriate to the particular subject matter."

o

Professor David Gregory wrote the

following in tribute to his colleague

and friend.
"When Merle Loper came to the
University of Maine School of Law, he
had clerked for a federal judge, been an
attorney with the Civil Rights Division
of the United States Department of
Justice, and taught at Harvard Law
School as a teaching fellow. His expertise was in federal law, especially constitutio¡al and statutory protection of
civil rights. Emulating the Army, the
law school assigned him to teach property and trusts and estates. Those subjects had previously been handed to
other reluctant recipients whose interests and experience were equally foreign to fee tails, resulting trusts, and
the Rule Against Perpetuities. Merle
Loper became the philosopher of the
law of property. 'What is property?'
became a familiar

gtzzle.'How is

property like a wild animal? like gas in
acave?'he would ask confounded
students. Exploring muttiple layers of
meaning of legal doctrine, he introduced poetry to propefy.
"Teaching torts to successive firstyear classes side by side with Merle
Loper, I learned two things about him.
First, he made my teaching easier, and,
second, he was the safe harbor for those

o

students whose neryes reacted adversely to high-pressure Socratic learning. I
depended on his property course for
teaching torts. His wild animal cases
had a strong bearing on res ipsø loquitur,the origins and development of
strict liability, and all tort cases where
loss of control of a harm-productive
instrument was the essence of the tort.

Ownership and responsibility are connected. When for some reason Merle

Loper occasionally did not teach property, I could always tell. Something was
missing. Students did not have those
basic understandings that enabled them
to relate our subjects and thus deepen
their appreciation for connections
between the seemingly unconnected.
(Continued on page 4)
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A Recollection of Merle Loper by His Friend Rob Fure,
¡[.ead

at His Memorial Service in Yarmouth, Maine, January 4,1997
Indonesia, Merle traveled many, many
miles. And yet one had always the
sense that, wherever he traveled, he
never left any place or any vital part of
himself behind. He was a man of extraordinary integrity-and I mean that
in both senses of the word: honesty and

Professor Merle Loper

How should a man's life be measured? I assume that such a question is
inevitable at a memorial service, even
as we come to pay tribute to the memory of a man whose worth to us all is
beyond question. How should a man's
life be measured when he sought neither fame, nor wealth, nor social standing, intent instead on the old values of
service to his family and profession,

{k::;*'"'äg;ii#iJ'î;i"ir
beauty. How should a man's life be
measured so that his daughter, his
brother and sister, and his friends
might in some objective way justify the
deep love they feel for him and thereby
explain the terrible loss of his passing?
Merle offers a reflection on that question in a poem that I will share with
you at the end of these few remarks.
Merle wæ my best friend for 40
years. That is a kind of measurement, I
suppose. We grew up together in a

small Midwestern town---or, I should
say, that I grew up beside him: Merle
always seemed to me already grown up.
We might measure the distance he
traveled from there. Over the course of
his life fromWebster Cþ, Iowa, to
college in Evanston, Illinois, and law
school in Chicago, to his career in the
Civil Rights Division of the Justice
Department in Washington and assignments in a few Southern cities, to his

ffii"i.'ffii;äiå'ånïiål
Yarmouth

land and
along with a few
forays to China and a finaljourney to

consistency of character. Wholly himself, he met the world face to face, and
he was always at the very least its
equal.
Should we measure him by his
family? In my estimation, he had no
peer. He loved one woman, Jean, and
married her 28 years ago. He stood by
her through the proverbial sickness and
health, and they flourished, until suddenly and without waming---and in a
way that presaged Merle's own passing- she turned one winter day last
year and slipped away from us. Their
union produced one child, a daughter
Kelley, whom Merle once claimed as
"my greatest accomplishment, which
must mean," he wrote,'that I had
nothing to do with it." Kelley, of
course, would beg to differ.
We might measure him by his
professional accomplishments: his
career at the Universþ of Maine Law
School, the Civil Rights Case he prepared for the U.S. Supreme Court, his
work on revising Maine's probate code,
his labor on behalf ofjudicial ethics,
his radio program on'oA Look at the
Law," aîdwith these projects all the
well-considered writing that gave his
professional life such direction.
That was all, I'm sure, well and
good, but I admired and will always
treasure his personal writing, a veritable volume of correspondence which I
was fortunate to receive over the years,
and a great many poems and ruminations on music, art and literature,
which revealed to me the richness of
his inner life as it enriched my own.

But in explaining our affection for
him, we might recall his virtues:
r his extraordinary kindness to
everyone and to all living things (he
once touched my heart, as he did many

times, by simply questioning why I had
found it necessary to dispatch an invad-

ing spider);

r

his quick wit ard genial humor:

like most great minds, he had a healthy
sense ofirony, never dark nor sinister,
but rather gentle, like a fencer's foil
with a rubber tip, and he could parry
with the best of them;
r hisloyaþ: I always assumed that
one day Merle would counsel presidents, dine with kings, and sit on the
Supreme Court, and in these pursuits
put aside his love for Maine, his devotion to his family, and his patient,
compassionate counsel to a needy
friend. He chose not to, he remained
with us, and, by doing so, he enlarged
and brightened our neighborhood.
In listing his many virtues, I could
speak for the rest ofthe afternoon, I'm
sure, even to the point of trying the
patience of those who loved him as well
and found my owl praise of him wanting. Suffice it to say, that in my humble
estimation he was the finest man I've
ever known. At the same time, I acknowledge that we cannot measure this
man, just ns we can no longer put our
arms around him. We must leave such
measurement to his maker, who broke
the mould 56 years ago. We will only
remember him, and smile on his good
life and shining example. We will

remember with fondness, perhaps, a
few of his quirks: his ritual of cleaning
his cherished records each time he

played them; his conductor's baton,
meant for private listening; his insistence that no one but he could know
quite how to light the coal stove in the
kitchen; his curious posþonement of
the simplest household repairs--{he
washing machine that lay idle for
years; and to those fortunate enough to
receive mail from him, his predictable
promise to write more next time-Jhe
Christmas card that I received from
him two weeks ago closed with such an
assurance, explaining that at the moment he was setting forth for Bali. And
we will recall as well his handsome-
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Memoriam
(Continued)
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'Merle Loper always said, 'Everything is connected to everything else.'
For him relationships were a working
premise.

"Merle Loper made teaching remedies easier as well. In showing the early
separate developments of law and equi-

ty I always drew on his teaching of the
Professor Merle Loper
ness, his confident, sure stride, and the
warm, resonant timbre of his voice.
I will remember above all his love
ofstars. Shortly before his departure for
Indonesia, he wrote to me that he was
looking forward to seeing the night sky
in the Southern Hemisphere. I was
reminded of our soft sunìmer evenings
in Iowa long ago, how he'd take me out
to the backyard after dark and invite
me to peer through his telescope fìxed
on what remained to me merely odd

little points of light-he knew them all
by name. The last night that we spent
together as boys we sat up late into the
night on a bluff near our favorite campground gazingupon the vast canopy of
stars over the dark hills of lowa. On the
next day, he was off to college.
Kelley tells me that on their hike
that morning in Bali, before sunrise
near the crest ofa volcano, the sky
cleared suddenly and Merle, once
more, took a long, splendid view of the
universe. And then something in him
broke loose, and he too, slipped away.
As one of many friends left behind, I
take some comfort in knowing that,
though it came too soon, he had a good

confronts with characteristic honesty
the grcat uncertainties. But therc is a
helpful wisdom here, a mature acceptance, and a sweet beckoning. Once
again I take some comfort in the a.ssurance that is found at its close:

The Wind Has Never Ceased
Just down from Royster's grave

I visited

a

boy

who died when we were twelve.
The decades since have barely changed
these hills
and what is changed
is changed aside from me
and I am changed

and still
I touch this ground.

My legs are somehow steady
as

they move.

I have returned and
I am here.
I have right now no wife
no daughter

friend
a solitary wing has flown me home
where I stand here and face
my present past.
ÉIow can we bridge beginnings
middle

estates. in land. The way he restated one
of the original common-law rules governing present and future interests in
land shows Merle Loper's combination

oflegal scholar, philosopher, and poet.
That rule, one of two rules defining all
interests that could possibly be created
in land at common law, was that seisin
could never be in abeyance. That rule
yielded, for instance, the impossibility
of creating a freehold estate to commence in the future unless supported by
a prior fee tail or life estate and the
destructibility of contingent remainders. Here is Merle Loper's Restatement of the Law: 'You cannot throw
dirt through time.'

'oMerle Loper was the opposite of
the standard-issue law professor likely
to be sent up from central casting.
Teaching and studying law, particularþ
in the first year oflaw school, tend to
be a high-pressure, fast-paced, impatient business. He was the antidote. He
was low pressure; his pace was moderate; his patience seemingly inexhaustible. Students compared him to
Mr. Rogers, Consequently, he became
the unassuming hero of students who
needed a respite and refuge from the
electrical storms of legal education.
Few teachers can fill that need at the

death.
I leave you with one of his poems,
one that seems especially right for this
occasion and for these few consider-

end?

depth.
'oMerle Loper decorated the corridors ofthe law school from his collec-

ations. It is titled, "The Wind Has
Never Ceased" and it connects with a
poem that Merle wrote some 30 years
ago on a visit to his hometown cemetery where he found the grave of a man
named Royster. In this further medita-

A man's frailty
almost measures strength.
FIow do I dare to walk
alone
upon these tombstone hills?
And yet the wind
and we are always

tion of oriental and occidental art. Not
all who walk those halls may know
what their school has lost. I might not

setting

of property and everyone else's. So
am sad for my students' loss."

tion on life and death, Merle again

e)

forth.

I

o

level of Merle Loper's intellectual

know had I not experienced the difference between his conception of the law

r

I
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Under Secretary of Defense Edwin Dorn Key Speaker
in Celebration of Dr. Martin Luther Ktg, Jr. Day

o

military of available housing. Comparing lists with friend and fellow officer
JoeEzhaya'ó8, Dorn noticed the list
given to the white officer, Ezhaya, was
longer. The black and white officers
had received different lists. The military had acceded to the demands ofthe
landlords. 'olt is our responsibility to
make sure that all persons are protected
from discrimination," said Dorn.
Speaking of Dr. King, Dorn commented, 'oHe was a man taken from us
much too soon. He represented what we
should strive for as Americans and as
human beings." In 1963, Dr. King gave
his elegant and morally compelling "I

Edwin Dorn
"Time to Dream Again" was the
title of the speech given by Under Secretary of Defense Edwin Dorn at the
Law School on Friday, January 17,
1997 . The event was held in recognition of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Day
and Black History Month at the Uni

(l:iy,$
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military man, urged the members of

the

audience to begin to dream again of a

world without discrimination. "When
we begin to dream the same dream, only
then will change happen," said Dom.
As Under Secretary of Defense for
Personnel and Readiness, Dorn acts as
a senior policy advisor to the Defense
Secretary on such matters as recruitment, career development, pay and
benefits for active duty military personnel,
Guard and Reserve personnel, and the
Department of Defense civilians. He
also oversees all policy matters relating
to equal opportunity. A native of Houston, Texas, Dorn is a Phi Beta Kappa
graduate of the Universþ of Texas at
Austin. He was a Fulbright Scholar in
England, received an M.A. in African
Studies from Indiana University and
completed a Ph.D. in political science
at Yale University. He has written on

topics ranging from affirmative action
arms control.
Recollecting a time when stationed
in Germany, Dom, a recently married,
young officer, was given a list by the

Have a Dream" speech, a speech that
recognized the way things could be, a
world free of discrimination. 'oMuch
has changed since then," said Dorn,
"but not as much change has taken
place as many would have liked."
Dorn believes we, as a nation, need
to form "aclear and overreaching"
vision. "Martin Luther King was not
the only person who dreamed bold
dreams," he said. Dorn mentioned
President John Kennedy's dream of
putting a man on the moon and President Lyndon Johnson's dream that
inspired a war against poverly.
"Kennedy's audacious dream galva-

nized society," Dorn commented,
by the mid-1960s, the nation had
made great strides against poverty."
In the 1970s, after the assassinations of Dr. King and John and Robert
Kennedy, the nation's optimism was
'oand

replaced by caution. "We felt wtnerable
and disillusioned," said Dorn, "We
learned to dream less lofty dreams." He
went on to say, "Too many political
leaders tell us what we can't do. They
are like dollar accountants pouring over
the ledgers of a bankrupt corporation. I

don't think this country is bankrupt.
We can achieve great things."
Dorn believes we, as a nation, can
achieve racial harmony."Only we can
envision what our promised land will
look like when we get there," he stated.
'oWe have to begin with dreams of
noble goals." Dom's dream begins in
color, not black and white. He stated,
"We need to consider the views of this
nation's diverse populations." He believes we should dream about the future
and not the past. "If we don't expect
the future to be different from the past
and we don't try to make it happen,
then we will be stuck in a rut wirh all
the others," said Dom. To make the drcam
a rcaluattor Dom emphasized the necesþ
of sharing the dream with others.
'oThe future of our nation depends

on those who bring us together," said
Dorn. "Al1 of us have a calling to ensure the flame never dies and the
dream lives on." In ending his speech
Dorn quoted another dreamer, Robert
Kennedy, who said,'oSome people see
things as they are and ask, Why? I
dream things that never were and ask,

Why not?" Dorn concluded, "My
friends, my brothers, my sisters, all,
is time to dream again."
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Tamika Coverdale'98,

Dorn and Deborøh Douglas '99
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Deanos Column

o
leagues have consulted on their
specialties in East Africa and Russia
and France. Two members of faculty
serve as the Chairs of the Association
of American Law Schools committees.
Another is an active participant and
presenter for the American Bar

Association.

I

[Ipcoming
Events
Augusta Legislator/
Alumni Luncheon ...... Feb. 25
Class Fund Agent

Deøn Donald N. ZíIhnøn

Thank-You
Feb.26

Luncheon
On the opposite page you will find a
listing of faculty pubtic seruice activities
to Maine's governments and non-profit
organizations. I'm pleased by both the
diversity of the activities and the number of facuþ involved. This remains a
commitment of the University of Maine

Law School.
The faculty member brings a variety
ofattributes to public service. She or he
ofren has a lengthy involvement with
the subject area (criminal law, corporations, land use policy). The faculty
member also brings a national or international perspective to the discussion.
What are other Legislatures or courts
doing in the field? What are the most
eminent commentators saying about the
subject? Lastly, the facuþ member
brings a degree of neutrality that many
other experts can't bring. All of these
factors are useful to the making of
sound public policy.

From its inception, the University
of Maine School of Law has viewed
this form of public service as part of its
mission. We recognize that we are the

o

only law school in Maine. We also
rccognize that this is a State and a Bar
that takes deserved pride in good
government and in the uniqueness of
Maine. I think few citizens or members
of the legal profession or the Legislature would be willing to say: 'ol-et's just
follow what Massachusetts or Rhode
Island or Illinois does. That's good
enough for Maine."
The public service activity is almost
all done without compensation. This is
one of the fine traditions of the Bar in
Maine. We are proud to be a part of it.
Flappily, it is the rare public service
activity that also does not benefit our
teaching and scholarship. I'm aware
that often the best "hypotheticals" for a
clæs will come from an actual issue
that we've wrestled with in the course
ofa public service project.
Lastly, I remind you that this list is
just a part offacuþ public service, the
part that turns on assistance to Maine's
govemments and non-profits. Our
faculty are active at international and
national levels as well. Our col-

Open House for the
Class

of2000

Feb.28

Alumni Association
Board Meeting ...........Mar.

l9

Law School Board of
Visitors Meetings ...,...M:ar.

27

-28

Scholarship Reception... Mar. 28

Law Alumni Assoc.
Annual Dinner &
Reunion Events .......... April 5

MAPIL Auction............. April

11

Open I{ouse for the
Class of

11

2000

April

Atumni Association
Board Meeting ...........May 7
Washington, D.C.
Reception for Alums ..May 14

Maine School of Law
Graduation
Class

of

May

18

1972 25th

Reunion

.

June 7

IJniversity of Maine School of Law
Faculty Service to Maine

o
The

Universþ of Maine School of

Law benefits Maine in the service of
faculty members to government and
non-profit organizations. This summary reports on faculty activities since
January I, L995.It does not cover: l)
scholarþ activities (books, articles,
presentations) of distinctive use to
Maine; 2) service activities of national
or intemational scope; 3) consultancies
to private firms or businesses; 4) onetime speeches, newspaper articles or
quotes, panel presentations, etc.; and 5)
leadership in civic, charitable, or religious organizations that does not have
a distinctive legal emphasis.
Professor David Cluchey
Treasurer, Maine Bar Foundation;
Chair, Finance Committee, Maine Bar
Foundation; Member, VLP Committee,
Maine Bar Foundation; Member, Bar
Rules Task Force (created from the Fall
,¡Forum on Legal Services); Member,
Refonrì Task Force lcreated liom
- the Fall Forum on Legal Services).

¡Jou.

Professor Orlando Delogu
Elected Member, Portland City Coun-

cil; Member, Maine Legislature's Commission to Study the Growth of Tax
Exempt Property.
Professor David Gregory
Board of Directors, Pine Tree Legal
Aid; Of Counsel, York County District
Colleen Khoury

dål.lT; Commission on Gender,
Justice and the Courts (established by

the Maine Supreme Judicial Court Final Report delivered December
1996); Member, Gender Bias Task
Force, United States Court of Appeals
for the First Circuit; Member, Civil
Justice Reform Act Advisory Committee, United States District Court for the
District of Maine; Member, Maine
State Bar Association, Continuing
Legal Education Committee.

Professor Judy Potter
Panelist, Maine State Bar Association
CLE presentations; Panelist, Federal
Judicial Conference for Maine.
Professor Alison Rieser
Member, Governor's Submerged Lands
Advisory Board; Member, Aquaculture
Industry Strategic Development Committee; Member, Lobster Cooperative
Manageinent Law Implementation
Task Force (drafter of 1996 regulations
to implement new lobster management
law); Advisor to Department of Marine
Resources Commissioner on federalstate jurisdictional issues

in frsheries

management.

Professor Nancy Wanderer
Member, Supreme Judicial Court Commission on Gender, Justice and the
Courts; Member, Maine State Bar
Association Caroline Duby Glassman
Award Committee; Vice President,

Maine Women's Fund.
Professor Michael Lang
Board Member, Institute for Family
Owned Business; Board Member, Tho-

Professor Thomas Ward
Member, Maine State Bar Assoc. Advisory Committee on UCC Amendments.

Professor William Wells

mas College Masters in Taxation Program Panelist; Maine State Bar Associa-

Member, Súate Court Library Committ€e;
hesident, Law Librarians of New England.

tion CLE Program on Asset Protection.
Professor Merle Loper
Executive Secretary and Counsel to the
Supreme Judicial Court Committee on
Judicial Responsibility and Disability.
Professor Lois Lupica
Board of Directors, Community Housing
of Maine (non-profit organization to
provide quality housing for low income
families and individuals with disabilities).
Professor Michael Mullane
Reporter, Maine Supreme Judicial
Court Civil Rules Committee Planning
Committee, 1995 and 1996 Fatl Forums
on Indigent Legal Services; Chairman,
New Legal Services Structures Task
Force; Founding Board Member,
Maine Equal Justice Project; Board
Member, Midcoast Domestic Violence
Project;Member, Committee to Draft
Pattern Civil Jury Instructions for U.S.
District Courts (lst Circuit).

Professor Mel Zarr
Consultant, Maine Supreme Judicial
Court Committee on Criminal Rules;
Consultant, Advisory Committee on
Civil Rules; Member, Continuing Judicial Education Committee; Member,
Tri-State Task Force to Study Bar
Admissions Process; Member, Maine
Criminal Law Advisory Commission;
Member, Maine Criminal Justice Commission; Member, Committee to Draft
Pattern Criminal Jury Instructions for
Federal District Courts in the lst Circuit.
Dean Donald Zillman
Member, Justice Advisory Group to
Coordinate Statewide Legal Services
Efforts; Member, Tri-State Task Force
to Study Bar Admissions Practices;
Member, Chief Justice's Committee on
Indigent Criminal Defense; Member,
Governor's Citizen Advisory Committee
on Maine Yankee Nuclear Plant.

r
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Maine cornmission on Gender, Justice
And The Courts
In January 1993, the Maine Supreme
Judicial Court established the Commission on Gender, Justice, and the Courts
to examine the realities and perceptions
of gender bias in Maine's judicial
system. The l2-member Commission,
co-chaired by Univenity of Maine
School oflaw Professor Colleen

Khoury and including Maine Law
alums Peter J. DeTroy '72,PatriciaM.
Stevens '90, and Nancy Wanderer '90,
spent four years studying the issue and
preparing its report. The Commission
was comprised of five men and seven
women, including lawyers, judges, and
court clerks. In December 1996, the
Commission presented its 64-page
report to the Supreme Judicial Court.
The Commission urged the Court to
tackle the concerns raised in the
document and to consider carefully the
implementation of the 59 specific
recommendations.

Chief Justice Wathen'65, speaking
for the Court, said, 'olf we want to root
out whatever bias exists, whether in our
society or ou¡ institutions, we really
need to actively address it. This report
sets us on that path."

In her presentation to the Court,
Professor Khoury outlined the charge
to the Commission as 1) to identify
attitudes and behaviors within Maine's
judicial system that either reflect gender
bias or may be perceived to reflect such
bias, 2) to consider how gender affects
the treatment of men and women in the
legal andjudicial environment, and 3)

to make appropriate rernedial recommendations that the Court could
implement. She said, "The ultimate
goal is to ensure that all participants in
the Court system are treated fairly and
that the justice system operates free of
any bias."
The Commission organized its

inquiry into four broad areas that
encomp4ssed l2 specific topics. The
four areas were 1) access, 2) process
and outcomes, 3) treatment and interac-

tion of participants in the court system,
and 4) hiring and advancement of court

€l

employees, The Commission worked
with social science researchers at the
Muskie Institute of Public Affairs at the
University of Southem Maine to develop
a research approach. Members of the

o

Commission summarized and analy zed
findings and recommendations contained

in the reports of27 other states and
jurisdictions that had already studied
the issue ofgender bias in the courts.
Maine data on the issues selected for
shrdy were gathered from a total of23
focus groups comprised of various

Profes
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court participants. Findings from
particular focus groups were analyzed
and compared to those from focus

groups with other participants, and
then these Maine focus group findings
were compared to the materials developed in the other states andjurisdic-

tions.
For purposes of its study, the Commission developed a working definition
of gender bias. In the Commission's
view, ". . . gender bias exists when
actions are taken based on preconceived
or stereotypical notions about the nature,
roles, and abilities of women and men,
rather than upon an evaluation ofeach

individual and his or her situation.
Gender bias is reflected in the misconceptions and myths about the social
and economic realities of men's and
women's lives, in the imposition of
burdens on one sex that are not imposed
on the other, and in society's percep-

tion of the relative value of women's
and men's work. Gender bias does not
require deliberate intent and often
arises from a lack of knowledge." In
her remarks to the Court, Khoury said
that the Commission recognized that
the court system could not be viewed in
isolation from the broader forces in our
society and culh¡re generally. "The
judicial system is a societal institution
that reflects, and to some extent,
incorporates the perceptions and myths
in which gender bias is rooted," she
said. Klnury noted that findings from
the Maine focus groups show that
gender influences nearþ every aspect

of the way in which people experience
the court system in Maine. However,
she stated that with respect to many of
the issues studied, the Commission's
research revealed inequities and unfairness that are not attributable to gender
bias p9¡ p, but rather to other more
complex economic and cultural forces
that adversely impact one gender more
than the other.
The Commission found, for example, that "gender adversely and unjustly
disadvantages women in their access to
legal representation in family law
matters. Women are less likely than
men to be represented by counsel in
famity matters, and economic factors
rather than gender bias tend to account
for this gender-related difference." It
was also noted that in Maine, there is a
perception that the gender ofa litigant
influences the ways in which some
matters are resolved, including family
law matters, sentences that are meted
out for some crimes, and damages that
are awarded for personal or other
injuries. With regard to custody, for
example, male litigants perceive a
systemic bias in favor of mothers in
custody proceedings. Women litigants
also felt that the system was biased
against them and complained about the
tactical use ofthe custody petition as a
bargaining chip in the settlement of
support and property matters. The
Commission was unable to develop
empirical evidence to support or reflrte
these perceptions of biæ. Khoury noted,

o,
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however, that, "Whether real or
imagined, the perception that decisions

f- Ë*å:::,äiii':ïffi

t;ase d must

With respect to treatment and in-

teraction ofparticipants in the court
system, the Commission concluded
that ". . .gender affects the way some
participants experience the coutt system."
Although there has been substantial
progress in recent years, problems were
reported by all focus groups. Khouty
stated that "Although biased treatment
that occuned in the past has virtually
disappeared, more subtle, gender-based
behavior continues, which may be no
less damaging than the earlier more
overt forms of discrimination." Regæding
its fourth area of inquiry, the Com-

mission found that the pattern

of

employment in the court system in
Maine results in the existence of a
hierarchy in which men are almost
uniformly at the top, in compensation
and in responsibility.
The Commission developed 59
specific recommendations to address
and conclusions generated
^the findings
its sJrutrny of data fiom iVtaine
-and other states. The recommendations
call for, among other things,
additional education and ftaining

Jo-

ofjudges,
attomeys, and court personnel
with respect to issues ofgender fairness
and disparate impact;

the development of procedures
and mechanisms, particularly with
respect to the handling of family law
matters, that will dispel the perception
of gender bias and the perpetuation of
inequities and imbalances based on
gender and economics;
the promulgation and distribution
of a policy statement condemning
gender-biæed behavior in the courts by
judges, attorneys, court employees, and
court security officers, and the development of procedures and educational
programs to address such issues as

-

-

judicial i¡tervention

ir

connection with

biased behaviors; and

the monitoring of hiring practices
of the Court to eliminate gender factors
p.rso*el decisions and to assure
opporunity in hiring and promotion.
-equalKhoury said the Commission is
well aware of budget constraints facing

J

-

the courts, but she suggested that many
of the recommendations could be implemented at little or no cost. Chief Justice
Wathen said that, although most gender
bias in Maine courts is unintentional, it
still needs to be addressed. "Otherwise,
the problems and perceptions ofgender
bias will undermine the respect the
judicial system needs in order to be
effective," he said.

Turin, Italy. His article "Il problema
della rappresentazione di gruppi di
minoranza in un sistema elettorale maggioritario: recenti sentenze della Corte
Suprema degli Stati Uniti" will appeæ in
tlre Italian law joumal Diritto e Societa.
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Professor David Cluchey authored
an article "Russian Capitalism Flouts
the Rule of Law" which was published
in the Insight Section of the November
24,1996, Maine Sunday Telegram.
Professor Cluchey is the outgoing chair
of the North American Cooperation
Section of the American Association of
Law Schools. During the AALS Annual
Meeting on January 6, he moderated a
panel on "NAFTA: The First Three
Years." Professor Cluchey, outgoing
Treasurer of the Maine Bar Foundation, was named President-elect at the
annual meeting of the Foundation on
January 16. On January 17, Professor
Cluchey along with Louise Thomas
'77, made a presentation on Professional Responsibility at the winter
meeting of the Maine Bar Association.
Professor Cluchey spoke on the U.S.
Irgal System and Protection of Civil

Rights to a group of Ukrainian judges
and lawyers on January 20.
On January 17, Professor David
Gregory made a presentation on recent

Maine Supreme Judical Court cases at
the winter meeting of the Maine Bar
Association.
In December, Professor Lois Lupica
made a presentation on Structured
Finance to UNUM's legal and investment department.
Professor Martin Rogoff taught a
course in American constitutional law
at the Law School of the University of
Maine in Le Mans, France in December.
He also lectured on the United States
Supreme Court's recent decisions on
racial gerrymandering at the Law
School of the University of Turin in

On January 9, Professor MelZarr
spoke to the Legislature's Criminal
Justice Committee on the structure of,
and principles behind, Maine's Criminal

Code. On January 17, Professor Zarr
made two presentations to the Maine
judiciary's continuing education program.
The first, in conjunction with Justice
Andrew Mead, was on good trial court
practices. The second was a review of the
past year's decisions of the United States
Supreme Court.
Dean Donald Zillman and House

Judiciary Committee Co-Chair Richard
Thompson helped orient the new members

of the I 18th Maine Legislature. Their
presentation to the approximately 75
new members of both houses covered
the State Constitution and the powers of
the various branches of Government.
Dean Zillman was elected Chair of the
EnvironmentalLaw Section of the
Association of American Law Schools
(AALS) for 1997-98 at the Annual
Meeting of the 4,000 member Association in Washington, D.C. He is the
second member of the University of
Maine School of Law facuþ to be
selected to Chair the Environmental
Law Section. Professor Orlando Delogu
served in the position in l99I-92. Dean

Zillman served as a panelist at the

Natural Resources Section Meeting at
the Annual AALS Meeting in Washington. He joined with Department of
the Interior Solicitor John Leshy and
others to discuss the "new federalism"
in natural resources matters.

r
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Caroline Duby Glassman Award Given To
Professor Colleen Khoury
The Caroline Duby Glassman
Award is given annually at the Maine
State Bar Winter Meeting to someone
who has worked to remove barriers and
advanced the position of women in the
profession and/or the community;
someone who has educated the bench,
bar, and community on the status of
\ryomen in the profession; and finally,
someone who has acted as a role model
for younger or less experienced women
lawyers. The 1997 Glassman Award
was presented to Maine Law Professor
Colleen Khoury at the Maine State Bar
Association luncheon meeting on
Friday, January 17. Historically, the
recipient has been selected from among
the practicing bar. Law School colleagues,
shrdents, and former students attended
the luncheon presentation to applaud

Khoury's selection.

C

In making the
prescntation, the
Ilonorable Kermit
Lipez spoke of the
numerous ways in
which Professor
Khoury has met the
criteria of the award
- from her sewice as

cochair of the
Maine Commission
on Gender, Justice
and the Courts, to
her concern for her

students and her
human approach to
teaching, to her
service as a trustee

ofCoþCollegeand
the Portland Symphony Orchestra,

I

Colleen Khoary cutd Justìce Cøroline Duby Gløssman at
the Msine State Bar Associøtìon wìnter meeting

H. Jean Dennison Retires From Law School
children, and your latestjob or hobby.
You might have been the recipient of
one of her wonderful creations of
stained glass, dried flowers, or a handpainted, made to order Christmas ornament. Important work, all.
Jean Dennison, the Law School's
faculty secretary for ten years, retired

one grandson, along with other family

on January 10,1997. She was honored
by students and staff at a retirement

little golf and tennis, renew old friend-

parly given for her. Lending their support and congratulations on the special
occasion were her three daughters and

Jeøn Denníson

You might remember Jean in Room
115. She answered the phone, sorted
the mail and looked after the photocopy
machines. She also relayed messages
from family and friends, the doctor's
office and the daycare. She might have
offered you, aweary student, a cookie, a
kind word or a smile. She may have
inquired about your well-being, your

o

Stadents and

sqy

Law School friends.
As one door closes another one
opens, and Jean is looking forwardto
opening more than one. The transition
from "working woman" to "lady of
leisure" was "easier than I thought,"
she said. Jean plans to travel, play a
and

ships and maybe start her own stained
glass business. Whatever she does, we
wish her happiness. She'll be missed.
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Keìth (Køp) A, Powers '73
Much of this newsletter focuses on
the contributions of the Law School's
faculty. Nothing is more important to
the Law School's future than high
quality teaching. Solid teaching has
necessarily always been a priority.
Each ofus has different recollec^tions of our exneriences with various
]acners. Mine were from 1970-73. I
-recall in the first week of my fìrst year
class a demanding professor clashed
with a student admittedly unprepared to
discuss a crxe. The student stumbled
through the presentation. The professor
noted that the response was not very
good even "offthe top ofyour head."
The student never returned and presumably found another career. The
effect on the rest of us was immediate.
Many times in the early 1970's my
classmates came to class in dread fear
of the Socratic method. Used to the
impersonal nature of college lectures,
many of us were surprised to be called
on in class and face the spotlight. No
one wanted to make a fool of himself or
herself-some even hoped to impress.
Iæaming to think differently, to analyze
dispassionately, to uncover the true
holdings ofcases, and to apply the
logic ofone case to another sih¡ation
were entirely new mental experiences.
By Thankssiving of my first year I was

l"nesseo,

tl8r"

cotuuseo, ano nopmg everyone
was ln the same boat. I wondered

As months passed my classmates
became more confident. Challenges to
the professors' points of view were
more common. The "give and take"
between teacher and student was often
the highlight of class. Sometimes it was
entertaining, sometimes embarra"ssing;
most often it was a valuable learning
tool. By third year some teachers were
more like friends and counselors than
aloof, authority figures. Students gradually knew they were likely, God and
the bar examiners willing, to become
lawyers, Without the professorial probing, challenging, and questioning, we
never would have learned how to

"think like a lawyer."
I am now approaching the planning
stages for my 25th reunion in 1998. A
number of my professors are still active
- Godfrey, Gregory, Rogoff, Delogu,
Zan,Petruccelli, Potter - some have
passed away - Glassman, Loper, Hasler others are simply not teaching here
anymore - Wroth, Spanogle, Halperin,

Heisler. Overwhelmingly, on balance
these professors were enthusiastic and

effective in their tasks.
Let none ofus forget the contributions made by our professors. Even
you didn't love all of them close to all
of the time, you would not have progressed and learned much about the
law without them.
A primary law school goal continues to be the maintaining of a top rate
faculty. No good law school hæ less
than good teachers. In a small school
each professor canies a heavy load.
Publishing alone will not make a professor successful, Each professor must
communicate well with students, interest and challenge them, and show a
personal interest in their educational
well-being. We should be grateful that
the law school has maintained a first
class faculty for well over thirty years.
Could you tell that I am also married to

if

a teacher?
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Alumni
Association Board
1997

In December members of the Law Alumni Association elected new Directors
and Officers of the Board. Starting January 1,1997 the following alumni
serve members of the Association as Directors and Officers:

Ncw Dircctors:
Joseph M. Baldacci '91
Walter F. McKee '93
Elected Directors as Officers:
Keith A. Powers '73, President
F. Mark Terison '78, Vice-President

Diane Dusini '87, Secretary
David P. Silk '85, Treasurer

Current Directors:

will

Current Directors (Continued):
Peter C. McKenney '77
James F. Molleur'79

Lawrence J. Mullen'81
Laura M. O'Hanlon'92
Donna M. Ryan '92
David S. Silsby '58
Paula D. Silsby '76

Itutþn L. Vezina'90

James M. Bowie '77

ArþnH. Weeks'81

Martha L. Casey '82

Elizabeth C. Woodcock '88
Thad B. Zmistowski '89
Dean Donald Zíllmøn, Ex Officio
Mary P. Nelson, Executive Director

Martha E. Freeman'80
Roberty V. Hoy'83
Louise M. McCarthy '92
Duncan A. McEachem '68

what these classroom exercises had to
do with the practice of law.

ß

The Class of 1996
(As of tr'ebruary 14,1997)
of

1996. They called upon you often for
advice through informational interviews, mock interviews, panel discussions, "lawyer lunches" and the like,

You responded warmly and eased their

Tammy |I/íllcox, Dírector,
Career Sewìces Office
Yet again, we present to you a fine
new group of alumni. You have been
very generous in welcoming the Class

transition from law student to lawyer.
Thank you for being so generous with
your time and wisdom. They have truly
benefitted, as have I,
As many of you know, I am leaving
my position at the end of this school
year. My family has grown from two to
four in the past three years and we plan
to relocate to North Carolina to be
closer to those adoring grandparents.
As I reflect on how kind Maine and, in
particular, this law school have been to

I am fïlled with a sense of great
fortune. I moved into the state and this
position with eagemess but ignorance.
Thanks to you, the past 4/zyeushave
been extremely educational, rewarding
and memorable. My colleagues at other
schools are jealous when I describe life
me,

at the

Uniúersity of Maine School

o

of

Law. Each day, I leave proud of the
constituency I serve and genuinely
amaznd by the talents I have encountered. As graduates of this fine institution, you can do anything you want

with the right combination of a good
education, hard work, and a very supportive network. Your willingness to

of enthusiastic
students has been greatþ appreciated. I
look forward to preparing my successor
for this role and will be proud to join
your ranks as an "alum."
help me and scores

I

Geographical Distribution :
Of the 88 newest alumni, 71 remain in New England; 65

are in Maine; 2 are inMæsachusetts; 2 are in New Hampshire; 2 are in
Vermont; 3 are in D.C.; 2 are in Utah; I each went to California, Colorado, Florida, New Jersey, New York, Penniytvania, South
Carolina, Toronto, Washington, Wisconsin, and2 are in places unknown.

Employment:

t 84Yo ofthe 1996 graduates are employed or not seeking work
t 64Yo of the 1996 graduates are employed in fult and part time legal positions
t IlYo are empþed in full and part time non-tegal positions*
t I6Yo are unemployed and seeking work, onethird of whom will take the February or July Bæ Eraminatior¡
. 60/o are unemployed and not seeking work
r 2olo unknown employment status
r 1% post graduate education

o

either for the first or second time

(*non-legal is a position that does not require a J.D. and may or may not make specific use of legal skills and background. This
category includes jobs in which a J.D. or some legal background is helpful or prefened, but not required, e.g. FBI agents, insurance agents, claims representatives, policy analyst's, and jobs with legal publishers.)
Areas of Practice:

r Sl7o--PrivatePractice
¡ l3%ø-Business and Industry
Salary Information:

.7o/nGovemment
t2Lo/,-Jldicial Clerkship

r
r

3%-Academia
5%

-public

Interest

r $3
¡
¡
¡

1 ,3 6 l-Average starting salary of all fì¡ll-time employed 1996 graduates in
the private sector (includes law firms, business,
industry, and other private sector jobs).
$27,167-Average starting salary for industry and business. The salaries range from $20,000 to $35,000.
$32,87i-Average starting satary for private practice. The salaries range from $21,500 to $50,000.
$32,394-Average starting salary of all full-time employed 1996 graduates in public service employment (includes all levels
and branches of government, judicial clerkships, academic posts and all positions with all-other non-profit advocacy or causeoriented organizations).

The Career Services OfTice publishes a monthly job bulletin, The Maine Connection, to over 250 subscribers across the counCSO publishes a bi-weekly newsletter, The Advocate, to the students wherein are a listing of events of interest
around the state and country, profîles of state and national organizations and attorneys, relevant articles, helpful resources,
strategies, employment updates and job postings. to inquire about or contribute items to either, please call
780-4796.
We would be pleased to hear from you!
Q07)

try. In addition,
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The Class of 1996 -'Where Are They Now?
Donna Cote Adams - Piedmont Legal Services of South Carolina, Spartanbwg, SC
Christopher R. Allen - Board of Veterans' Appeals, Washington, DC
Randall J. Bates - Cumberland County DistrictAttomey's Offtce, Portland ME
Armanda D. Beal - Law Offices of Peter A. Anderson, Bangor, ME
James E. Belleau - Skeltor¡ Taintor & Abbott, Aubum, ME
Dana A. Bienvenue - Lowry & Associates, Portland, ME
Michael R. Bosse - Clerk, Maine Supreme Judicial Court, Aubum, ME
Rachel L. Bouchard - Northeast Land Title, Inc., Portland, ME
Eric M. Braithwaite - Providence Health Plans, Seattle, Vy'A
Michael J. Bresnick - Clerþ U.S. District Court, Bangor, ME
Teresa M. Cloutier - Clerk, Maine Supreme Judicial Court, Augusta, ME
Katherine A. Collins - Law Office of Katherine A. Collins, Gorham, ME
Robert H. Conkling - Wright & Mills, Skowhegan, ME
Jennifer B. Cost - Maine Audubon Society, Falmouth, ME
Hope K. Creal - Venill & Dana, Portland, ME
Carolyn F. DeGrinney - Robert E. Danielson, Esq., Portland, ME
James M. Dunleavy - Dunleavy Law Offices, P.4., Presque Isle, ME
'WalterH.
Foster, IV - AmericanFinancial Group, Tampa, FL
Jonathan B. Goldin - Clerlq Honorable Leonard S. Sachar, Elizabeth, NJ
Barbara L. Goodwin - Clerk, U.S. Court of Appeals for the First Circuit, Bangor, ME
PatrickH. Gordon - Cleary & Gordon, P.4., Houlton, ME
Seth D. Harrow - Smith, Elliott, Smith & Garmey, P.4., Saco, ME
Christine Iaconeta - O'Flaherty & Belgum, Long Beach, CA
Heather L. Jagels - Consumer Credit Counseling Services, Inc. of Maine, Portland ME
Tara K. Jenkins - Law Offices of William D. Maselli, Aubum, ME
Michelle L. Kane - Board of Veterans'Appeals, Washington, DC
WilliamP. Keefe - Clerk, Maine Supreme Judicial Court, Portland, ME
ErikaL. Kennedy - Law Office of Timotþ S. Keiter, Portland, ME
Catherine N. Lindgren - Mcl.ane, Graf, Raulerson & Middleton, Concord, NH

Karen E. Lipman - Lipman &I(atz, P.4., Augusta, ME
Linda S. Lockhart - Dept. of Economic & Community Development, Augusta, ME
Christopher K. Maclean - Glass & Dawson, P.4., Belfast, ME
Robyn G. March - Lambert, Coffin, Rudman & Hochman, Portland, ME
Michael W. Marley - Hark, Andrucki & Foumier, Lewiston, ME
William A. Masor¡ IV - Clerþ Maine Supreme Judicial Court, Portland, ME
Douglas E. Massey - Board of Veterans'Appeals, Washington, DC
Bruce A. McGlauflin - Clerk, Maine Supreme Judicial Court, Augusta, ME
Daniel J. Mitchell - Clerk, Maine Supreme Judicial Court, Portland, ME
Jodi Nofsinger - Clerk, Maine Superior Court, Portland, ME
Suzette G. Olafsen - Suzette Gerard Olafsen, Esq., Standist¡ ME
Nathaniel S. Putnam - Kozak, Gayer & Brodek, P.4., Bangor, ME
Melissa J. Reynolds - Gross, Minsþ, Mogul & Singal, Bangor, ME
Emily Roosevelt - Clerk, U.S. Court of Appeals for the Tenth Circuit, Salt Lake City, UT
Patricia A. Ruthérford - Law Ofüce of Patricia Rutherford, Portland, ME
Rita S. Saliba - Bradley & Savasuk, Portland, ME
WilliamR. Savage -Law Office of WilliamR. Savage, Portland, ME
Ronald W. Schneider, Jr. - Clerk, Maine Superior Court, Portland, ME
Robert A. Seaman -Law Offices of Anthony J. Sineni, Iil, Portland, ME
Susan E. Spokes - Clerk, Vermont Supreme Court, Montpelier, VT
Kimberlie J. Sweet - Regan Associates, Chartered, Boston, MA
JasonR. Tiballi - Roesler, Whittlesey, Meekins & Amidoq Burlington, VT
Julia M. Underwood - EXCEL, University of Maine School of Law, Portland, ME and
Suzette Gerard Olafseq Esq., Standish, ME
David N. Veilleux - Thomas P. Peters, II & Associates, Lewistor¡ ME
Lynne A. Wade - UNUM Life Insurance Company, Portland, ME
Nicole K.'Werner - McTeague,
Macadan¡ Case, Watson & Cohen, Topsham, ME

\ebee,
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Ocean and CoastalLaw Journal
publication as well as edit and prepare
for publication articles from authors
engaged in the profession. In Fall
1996, fourteen students competed for
the editorial board and eight were
selected. The 1996-97 Journal staff
members are:

Editor-in-Chief:
William Terrill '97
Managing Editor:
Douglas Britton '97
Casenotes Editor:

organized a one-day conference on
recent developments in marine resources
law, attracting a group of experts
whose contributions will be published
in the Spring 1997 issue, along with
many Comments and Casenotes. If you
are interested in acquiring a subscription to the Journal, please contact the
Marine Law Institute at(207)7804474.

t

Reserve

Dawn Gallagher'97

Articles Editor:

Aprit sth!

Bryan Granger '97
The Joumal, an outgrowth of the
publications program of the Marine
Law Institute, began as the Territorial
Sea newsletter, and then became a law
student-edited journal in 1994. The
Journal now operates as a law review,
with by-laws and a student editorial
board selected through a writing com-

petition. Marine Law Institute Director
and Professor Alison Rieser is the
faculty advisor and Beverly BayleySmith provides administrative support
and oversees subscription fulfillment.
Student participation on the Journal
is based on a casenote writing competition and satisfactory completion of a
course in the ocean and coastal law

curriculum. Afler joining the editorial
board, students write a Comment for

Jerome Gamache '97
Morse Doane '97

Martin Womer '97
Staff Editors:
Erik Barstow '98
Philip Curcio '98

William Gardiner '98
Sharon Gwinn '98

Laura Hanis '98
Melinda Patterson '98
Mark Peterson '98
Ross Povenmire '98
Mary Roe'98
The Spring 1996 issue featured two
Articles on international trade law and
marine resources regulation, as well as

four student Comments and Casenotes.
The Fall 1996 issue is a symposium
volume on open-ocean aquaculture. In
October 1996, the Journal's editors

Date Set For

Annual Dinner
The University of Maine Law

Alumni Association Annual
Dinner will be on Saturday,

April 5, 1997, at the Portland
Country Club. PLEASE PLAN
TO ATTEND!
The Alumni Association Board
present the second Law Alumni

will

Association Dstinguished Service

Award. Dean Donald Zillman

will report on the current state
the Law School. And several
students

1997 Student Bar Association Offïcers

will

of

share with you

their reflections on legal educa-

tion in 1997.
The Classes of 1992, 1987,
1982, and 1977 wílI celebrate

their 5th, 10th, 15th, and 20th
reunions respectively at cocktail
parties preceding the general
cocktail party and dinner. This is
a grea| opportunity to see classmates and other Law School
friends and associates, and to
catch up.
Please watch your mail for a

formal invitation, talk with your
friends, and plan to join the Board,
1997 Student Bør Assocíalion Offtcers

from left to ríght: fømes Beardsley '99,
Treøsurer; Jønet Vìvar '98, Presìdent; Samøntha Standísh '98, Více Presídent;

Mary Roe'98, Secretøry

e)

the Dean, and other alums on

April5.
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1997 Moot Court Board
John Driscoll

Class of 1997 Moot Court Board
Julie Brady

Darcie McElwee
Brice Paul
Michelle Pride
Marilee Ryan
Charles Seyboldt
Heather Silverstein
Judianne Skehan
Stephen Smith

Thor Erickson

Kimberþ Houghton
William Mclaughlin
David Mitchell
Nancy Morin
Sandra Parker

David Scannell

Janet Vivar

Class of 1998 Moot Court Board
1997 Moot Court ßoørd Chaírs,

William Bloomquist

Sønùa Pødrer'97 ønd Nanty Morín '97,

Tracey DeVoll

Mark Wintar

Maine School of Law
Moot Court Competition Honors 1990-1996
1990 Winner, Marshall Wythe National Moot Court

Competition
1992 Winner, National Environmental Moot Court
Competition (64 competing teams)
1992 Winner, New England Regional Moot Court
Competition (Best Oral Advocate)
1992 Winner, U.S.-Canada Trilateral Moot Court

Competition
1993 Advanced to quarter finals National Moot Court
Competition (28 Law Schools representing 14
regions competed. These schools placed either lst
or 2nd inthe Regional Rounds comprised of 230
teams from 150 schools placing University of
Maine Law in the top eight in the nation.)
1993 Winner, U.S.-Canada Trilateral Moot Court
Competition (best brief/best oralist)

1993 Winner, Manhall WytlreNational Moot C.ourt C,ompetition
(Second best brie{, best oralist,22 teams competed nationwide)

Trial Advocacy
Competition; Advanced to quarter finals National Trial
Advocacy Competition, San Antonio
1994 Winner, U.S.-Canada Trilateral Moot Court Competition
1993 Placed second, Northeast Regional

(best brief/best oralist)

1994 Placed second, William F. Stan Insurance Law Öompeti
tion (11 teams nationwide competing)
1994 Jessup International Moot Court Competition (Best
Oralist) (14 schools nationwide competing - 67 oralists

competing)
1995 Placed second, Northeast Regional

Trial Advocacy

Competition
1996 rWinner, New England Regional Moot Court Competition
@est Oral Advocate); Placed second Dean Jerome Prince

Memorial Evidence Competition

Alums Serve In Maine State Government
The November election resulted in a
number of successful bids by Maine
Law alums to serve in the Maine Legislature. Four alums were elected to the
State Senate: Robert E. Murray, Jr. '88
@istrict 9, Bangor); S. Peter Mills '73
(District 13, Skowhegan); John W.
Benoit '60 (District 17, Rangley); and
_Mark W. Lawrence '90 @istrict 35,

Qny*i*:î:.Ìä',îïl*1'F*,,dent

ofthe

Senate.

Br*ler':Ìq', Chief

Maine Law alums elected to the
Maine House of Representatives include: Michael V. Saxl'98 (District 31,

Co-unsel to
the Govemor and Peter Wiley '89, Assistant to the Govemor for Special Projects.

Portland); G. StevenRowe'87 @i$rict 35,

The editor is interested to learn
about any Maine Lary alums elected to

Portland); Charles C. LaVerdiere '83

(District 77, Wilton); Joseph M. Jabar
'71 (District 99, Waterville); and Kyle
W. Jones '88 @istrict 130, Bar Harbor).
Mike Saxl is also in a leadership position in the House, having been elected
Assistant Maj ority Leader.
Several Maine Law alums continue
in state government positions, including

Elizabeth

state government positions outside of
Maine. We will list thE names of those
serving in state legislatures, or in other
state government positions, whether
elected or appointed, in a future issue

of the Alumni Quarterly.
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Time For The Ninth Annual MAPIL Auction
The Maine Association for Public
Interest Law (MAPIL) will hold their
ninth annual auction at the Law School
on April l lth at 6:00 p.m., with a
silent auction kicking offthe event at
4:30 p.m. Each year MAPIL auctions
offitems or services, such as rafting
trips, hand knit sweaters, and gym
memberships, generously donated to
raise money for fellowships.
MAPIL is a str¡dent organization
whose mission is to ensure equal access
to the justice system by encouraging
and facilitating work and career choices
in the field of public interest law. The
majority of public interest fellowships
are awarded to students who work in
positions which provide free legal
services to individuals who cannot
otherwise afford legal assistance. The
Environmental Law Society is also
participating in the 1997 Auction to
raise money for environmental public
interest fellowships. A certain portion
of the Auction proceeds will fund the

Chuck Dow'97 holds ø sìgn wíth one of lhe øuctìon ítems In the past, ítems høve
included Celtics tickeß, wínes, lobsler bøkes, weekend gel aways ønd much more!

environmental public interest fellowships, with the larger portion supporling positions with organizations such
as Pine Tree Legal Services, Legal Services for the Elderþ, Volunteer Lawyer's
Project and Maine Pre-Trial Services.

Come and join us (food and drink

will be complimentary) for this good
cause. Bid oÍÌen...Bid high...and if you
have an item or service to donate,

please contact

Kristi Clifford

780-4344. Everyone is welcome.

at
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Another Annual Fund Record Gift

'

When lots of people set their sights
on a worthy goal, amazíng things can
happen. The Alumni Association set
ambitious goals for dollars and for
donors to the 1996 Annual Fund.
Thanks to lots of hard work, 1996 was
another record year for the Law School
Annual Fund. For the first time ever,
over 1,000 people made contributions
to the Annual Fund. The'ounaudited"
total is over $155,000, representing a
5% increase in annual giving over
1995 (and alíYoincrease from 1994).
Alums led the way with over 420/o
of Maine Law graduates making gifts
to the 1996 Annual Fund. This puts the
University of Maine alums in the top

higher alumni participation rate than
the University of Maine School of Law.
Perhaps even more remarkably, only
three of74 private law schools for
which we have cunent financial information have a higher percentage participation
rate than the University of Maine
School of Law. Average alumni participation among this group of 74 private
law schools is just slightly over ZlVu
Arlyn Weeks, Vice President of the

5o/o

Alumni Association, led the Annual
Fund drive until early fall when her
change ofjob prevented her from participating directly in fund-raising
activities. Alumni Association President Kap Powers stepped in and completed the leadership of the 1996 Annu-

Fund. Among the 66 public law schools
in the country for which we have current financial information, the average
participation among alumni donors is
less than 20o/o. Orúy three public law
schools (inthis group of66) have a

al Fund campaign. He was assisted by a
dedicated and effective group ofclass
fund agents and law firm representatives who called their classmates and
colleagues, wrote notes to them, and
persuaded a record number ofpeople to
support the Law School's annual cam-

of law schools nationally in terms
of alumni participation in the Annual

e)

paign. "I am grateful to all of those
who worked for and who contributed to
the Law School's 1996 Annual Fund,"
said Powers. "With rising tuitions, and

declining public support, it is extremely
important to have a strong annual fi¡nd
to support student scholarships and law
school programs."
Mary Nelson, Executive Director of
the Alumni Association and Director of
Development at the Law School, said,
"I want to say a sincere thank-you on
behalf of everyone in the Law School
community for the tremendous expression of support which this record annual fund represents. Each contributor
and each gift makes an important statement of commitment to the University
of Maine School of Law. A thousand

thank-yous!"
A complete report on the 1996
Annual Fund will be printed in the
qpring issue of the Alumni Quarterþ.

r
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AlumniNews

O

'67 30th Reuníon
t69 ouni¿ Q. Whittier has been

named President of the Board of
Govemors for the Maine State Bar
Association.

'71

x"ntW.

Mathews has been
named Executive Director for Allston
Brighton Aid & Health Group,Inc.,
(ABAHG) the non-profit organization
which owns and operates the Brighton
Marine Health Center. Kent assumes
his new position after having served on
ABAHG's Board of Directors for the

'76

n.Barrie Michelsen

has been
appointed an Associate Justice of the
Palau Supreme Court of the Republic of
Palau. Palau was part of the U.S, Trust
Tenitory of the Pacific Islands but is
now an independent country. Barrie
will relocate with his wife, Christina
and their two children to Palau from
Pohnpei where Barrie had been in
private practice for several years.

'77 20th Reunion
t78 uutt

G. Lavoie has been
named Third Vice President of the
Board of Governors for the Maine State
Bar Association.

ox;:iå'*ï,J31å:i"'"lJ',iÍJ"
senior members of the Cumberland

appointed to the Superior Court bench

in Dillingham, Alaska. Fred will serve
in a newly created judgeship that will
cover Southwest Alaska.

'75

uo""ough H, o'Brien

has

been elected President of the Trustees

of the Portland Ministry atLarge, a
Unitarian-Universalist charitable trust
organized in 1849 and which operates
under the name of Youth and Family
Outreach from Preble Church on Cumberland Avenue in Portland. Murrough
practices Social Security disability law

eí"""i'#:#Í,'J:'$'ljjl:ilÏer,,.,
Ellen and son Jack.

Køren B,

t79

'72 25th Reunion
)7
4 wu¡urick Torrisi has been

being appointed to the Thomton Academy Board I¡vell served on Thomton's adhoc Development Committee and will
continue to serve as a member of the

Committee.

t80

r,in¿" smith Dyer has been
named President-Elect of the Board of
Governors for the Maine State Bar
Association. Linda, who is a partner in
the Augusta firm of Dyer & Goodall,
was recently elected to the University of
Maine Foundation's Board of Directors.
at Bernstein, Shur, Sawyer & Nelson
served on a panel ofnational experts at

Robert E. Noonan '71 was
post-humously awarded the Harry
H. Marcus Award by the Cumberland Ba¡ Association at its Annual

a¡nong fellow attorneys.

Library/York Institute Museum. Before

Robert J. Keach a bankruptcy attorney

past three years and as the Board's
President for the past ten months.

Bar who, during their practice,
exhibited Harry's qualities of wit,
humor and professional fellowship

Center Institutional Review Board and
on the board of Sweetser Children's
Services. She is also a trustee and vice
president ofthe board ofthe Dyer

Lovell'

¡u¿ittt w. Andrucki, Robert s.

Hark, and Gerard O. Fournier, announce the opening oftheir new law
firm, Hark, Andrucki, Fournier, LLC,
in Centreville Plazaat 179 Lisbon
Street in Lewiston. Michael Chiaparas
retired from the Army on December lst
and started a new job with the Department of Justice. Michael is working in
the Civil Division, Commercial Litigations Branch, litigating Government
contract disputes. Michael has also
moved to Burke, VA until the building
of his new home in Centerville, VA is
complete in June. Susan P. Herman

Clifford, Stone
and Herman in Lewiston. Karen B.
Lovell has been appointed to the
Thornton Academy Board of Trustees.
Karen is a partner at Bernstein, Shur,
Sawyer & Nelson's Kennebunk office.
Karen also serves on the Saco Planning
Board, the Southern Maine Medical
has become a partner at

the American Bankruptcy Institute
(ABI) winter conference in California
to announce and debate amendments to
the United States Bankruptcy Code
regarding partnership bankruptcies.
Keach, who is the national chairperson
of the ABI's Subcommittee on Partnership and Partner Bankruptcy, has been
working on the proposed new laws
which would govern partnership bankruptcy cases and will report on the
group's findings and proposed solutions. In addition to his ABI involvement, he is active in five ABA sections,
including business, banking and corporations, real estate, litigation and the
Business Bankruptcy and Foreclosure
and Creditor's Rights Subcommittees.
Robert is also a member of the Maine
State Bar Association section on bankruptcy and reorganization,

'82 ISth Reunìon

Robin D. Walmsley has moved and is
presently stationed at Ramstein Air
Base in Germany as a military judge.
Robin will be traveling to England,
Italy, Turkey, and around Germany. He
wants his classmates to know that
they get overseas, they are more than

if

welcome to use his home as a base camp.

t83 u"rtin S. Amick, formerly of
Venill &,Dana, is now operating a
private airplane passenger service in

o

Portland. James F. Rocheleau has
opened his own law office in Quincy,

on the board ofdirectors at the

Massachusetts.

'86 u."i,

J. Bickford has been
named Governor for District Five of the
Maine State Bar Association. June D.
Zellers has opened Common Ground
Mediation Services in Auburn, where she
provides mediation and other ADR services. June also serves as coordinator

of

the Family Mediation Project in Lewiston, which offers ftee mediation services
in parent-teen disputes.

Maine Bar Foundation; the Case
Management for Youth, Inc.; the
Board of Visitors of the University
of Maine School of Law and the
Mentor Judge Baker Child Advocacy Program. Ann R. Robinson has
become a member of the firm Preti,
Flaherty, Beliveau & Pachios in
Portland.

t88

Pnruneth A. Germani hæ
become a partner with Friedman &
Babcock.

Rosenblatt & Russell in Bangor where
he concentrates on civil litigation including product liability and insurance
law. Jon is a member of the John Waldo

Ballou American Inn of Court. Kiki
Keating and her husband Chris are the
proud parents of Evyn Suzanna Keating
born in May. Robert F. Macdonald,

o

Jr., an attomey in the Commercial
Department at Bemstein, Shur, Sawyer
& Nelson, has been named partner at
the firm. Robert has been with the
firm since 1991 and concentrates in
the area ofbusiness transactions and

reorgani2ations.

'89

naniel L. Cummings

has

firm
of Norman, Hanson & DeTroy in
been elected a member of the

Portland. Donald W. Macomber
published an article entitled,
"Maine Constitution's Privilege

Against SelÊIncrimination Revisited-A Response to Mr, Waxman"

'87 10th Reuníon

Eric R. Eerlan of Drummond Woodsum
& MacMahon recently represented
Greenbush School Committee in an
Individuals with Disabilities Education
Act (IDEA) case. The case was the second
federal court decision in the country on
the use of parental hostility to warant
alternative placement of children under
the IDEA. Andrew Landry has been
named General Counsel of Bangor
Hydro-Electric Company. Carol L.
Mitchell has been promoted to executive
vice president at Peoples Heritage Financial Group. Formerly a senior vice presi
dent, Mitchell will continue to direct the
Human Resources Department and serve
as a general counsel and director oflegal

affairs and propefy management for the
financial group, the bank and its subsidiaries. Mitchell has been with Peoples
Heritage for 11 years. She is a member of
the American, Maine State and Cumberland County Bar Associations and serves

ø

in the November 1996 issue of the
Maine Bar Journal. Jill E. Shibles
was recently re-elected to a two year
term on the National American
Indian Court Judges Association
Board of Directors. Jill currently
serves rß the Chief Judge of the
Mashantucket Pequot Tribal Court.
John K. Veroneau has become an
assistant for Senator Susan Collins

in Washington. David P. Very has
been elected a member of the

firm

of Norman, Hanson & DeTroy in
Portland.

t90

cn"irrian L. Barner, an

attorney in the Kennebunk office of
Bernstein, Shur, Sawyer & Nelson,
has been named a partner at the
firm. Christian has been with the
firm since 1990 and practices in the
areas ofestate planning and probate, including the preparation and
administration of credit shelter
trusts, insurance trusts, qualified
personal residence trusts and family

limited partnerships. Mary T.
Bilodeau and her husband Michael
now have two children, John Samuel
Tarr Bilodeau, born December 13,
1994, and Juliana Smith Bilodeau,
born February 26,1996. Jon A.

Haddow is a shareholder in Fanell,

t91

.ror*ph M. Baldacci has been
elected to the Bangor City Council,
finishing first and receiving over 10,000
votes. Judith M. Berry is sharing space
with alumna Katherine A. Collins, who
has opened her own law office at 28

State Street in Gorham. Jacqueline L.
Gomes now has her own office located

in Lincoln, Maine. Frederick L. Lipp
has become a partner at Beagle, Pearce

& Ridge in Portland. Barbara E. Merrill has become associated with the firm
of Verrill and Dana and wilt.on .nrrurf
her practice in the areas oflegislative
representation, health care and adminis-

-

trative law. Anne E. O'Donovan has
become a partner at the firm D.S. Wakelin & Associates in Portland, now called
Wakelin, Hallock & O'Donovan.

'92 Sth Reuníon

J. Bradford Coffey is a shareholder in
the Bangor Firm of Fanell, Rosenblatt &
Russell. Bradford's practice includes
personal injury, for both defendants and
plaintiffs, criminal defense and general
civil litigation. He is a member of the
John V/aldo Ballou American Inn of
Court, Carol G. Ford is now associated
with the law firm of Powers & French,
P.A. located in Freeport. Margaret A.
Timothy and her husband Peter N.
Jeffrey had their first child, Clifton

Timotþ Jeffrey (11 lbs, 1 oz) born on
October 20, 1996.

'93 ui.t uel Ä. Hodgins has accepted

position with Doyle & Nelson in Auwill practice in the areas
of civil litigation, legislative, adminisa

gusta. Michael

o

trative and regulatory law' James M.
Whittemore has joined the firm of

& w'cox' P'A' in

üffi*tffteland
r,ou¡.e Arkel is currently working for The Maine LawYer's llteeklY.
George D, Guzzi has become an associate with the firm of Friedman & Babcock in Portland. Bruce W. Ilepler has
moved to Long Beach, California. Bruce
is doing secured transaction work in the
L.A. office of the San Francisco-based
firm of Brobeck, Phleger & Harrison,
LLP. Tonya Hunter Johnson has become a partner with the Hayes Law
Ofüce in Dover-Foxcroft. Tonya and her
husband, David had their first child,
Zachary (8 lbs, 1 oz) on September 16,
1996. Pam J. Smith has recently become a shareholder at Perkins & Perkins in Portland. Helen D. Walker has
become an associate with the firm of
Friedman & Babcock in Portland.

'94

ll'edding of Emíly Roosevelt and Peter Foehl. Attendìng (eft to rìght): Fred
Flores, Cøtherine Líndgren '96, Chrístka ll/ellíngton, Míchael Trøìster '95, Susan
Fíttípaldì '95, EmíIy Roosevelt '96 (bríde), Peter Foehl (groom), Lorna Weír '96,
Deidre Casey '96, fufrchael SaxI '97, Chrístopher Adøms '95 and DøníeI llølker '96.

'96

ui.tr"el

R. Bosse has accepted a

position at the law firm of Thompson &
Bowie in Portland. Jennifer B. Cost
recently accepted a position as Staff
Attorney with the Maine Audubon
Society. Seth D. Harrow has joined the
law firm of Smith, Elliot, Smith and

Deceased
Ilavld F. AldrÍch of the Class
196l has passed eway.

of

Garmey, P.4., in Saco. Christine Iaconeta hasjoined the law firm of
O'Flaherty Belgum in Long Beach, CA.

Christine is concentrating her practice
on malpractice defense. Michelle Kane
has accepted a position as Associate
Counsel with the Board of Veterans'
Appeals, Department of Veterans' AÊ

fairs, in Washington, D.C. Catherine
N. Lindgren became a member of
Mclane's Environmental & Regulatory
Law Department, and will practice at
the Concord office of the firm. Lindgren
will reside in Portsmouth, New Hamp-

t95 n"i¡

M. Cogliano

has accepted
a position with Pierce Atwood as a

litigator in the Augusta office. Carol I.
Eisenberg is expecting an addition to
her family this summer. William D.

Hewitt has become an associate with
the firm of Pierce Atwood. Christopher
T. Roach has become an associate with

liJff;frå',,x.
t,ílm*'¡îlï.f
padûtont of Bernstein,

Shur, Sawyer

Nelson in portland.

&

shire. Daniel J. Mitchell has accepted
an associate position at Bemstein, Shur,
Sawyer & Nelson. Jodi Nofsinger hæ
accepted a position with Berman &
Simmons following a Superior Court

clerkship. Suzette Gerard Olafsen has
opened her own law firm in Standish.
Emily Roosevelt married Peter Foehl
on September 28,1996. Emily is currentþ working for the Utah Court of
Appeals in Salt Lake City. Patricia A.
Rutherford has opened her own law
offrce on 163 Lancaster Street in Port-

AlumniParticþation
in CLE Programs
Alumni participating in the
Maine State Bar Association's
Continuing Legal Education program: "How to Prosecute or Avoid
Legal Malpractice " and " Discass ing,
Seuing, Collecting and Recovering
Your Attorneys Fees" on January 10

in Portlanó-Valerie Stanfill '85;
"Family Law Advocacy: Trying the
High Conflíct Ch¡ld Custody Case"
on December 13 in Portland

Kenneth P. Altshuler'85, The
Honorable William R. Anderson
'78, The Ilonorable Joseph H.
Field '76, The llonorable Christine Foster'80, Kristin A.
Gustafson '87 and Margaret L.
Lavoie'87,

land, concentrating in family and
criminal matters. t

o

The 1996 Pageant

- Law Students Retaliate
Tøylor Roørk '99 presents the pønøche
Profe s s or D øvid G regory.

o

of

Jøred Tørdy '99, ø zestful Professor Tom Wørd.

Michelle Girørd'99 does a
prodigious Professor
Orlsndo Delogu.

Chris Farmer '99 øs Professor Nøncy Vl/ønderer demonstrstes
ø peønut butter and jelly søndwich.

the intricøcies of møkìng
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